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A simple proof is given for the fact that the number of nonsingular similarity relations on 
(1,2,... n), for which the transitive closure consists of k blocks, equals (“*;‘_i-‘) - (2”-fh -‘), 
1, =G k s n/2. In particular, this implies a recent result of Shapiro about Catalan numbers and 
Fine’s Jequence. 
.% similarity rehtiun on the set [n] = (I, 2, . . ., nl is a reflexive and symmetric, but 
not necessarily transitive, binary relation R with the property 
x<y<z andxRr implyxRy andyRr, forx,y,rE[n]. (1) 
A similarity relation R will be called nonsingular, if for every x E fn] there is at 
least one y # x such that x R y. Let Aqk denote the set oE similarity relations on [n] 
for which tCd transitive closure consists of k nonempty classes, 1 G k s a ; let & 
denote the subset of those members of &r which are nansingular. It is obvious that 
I& # 0 if and only if 1 =Z k G n/2. 
Si,milarity relations may be coded as integer sequences in the following manner: 
if R is any similarity relation on fn], then an integer sequence aj? = Q~LY~ l l l a,, is 
defined by: 
x --Us is the smallest y E[nf such that yRn, for x Efn]. (2) 
CUR wilt hav+e the follollwing property: 
tyl=O, 6)~c~,+~G~,+l, for lsx <PI--1. (3) 
Conversely, for everly integer sequence cy = ally2 l l . a, with property (3) there is 
a unique similarity reiatian R on f n] with aR = CT: R is completely spfel:ified by rule 
(2), refIexivity, symmeltry and property (1). 
Note tharl the number of classes in the transitive closure of a similarity relation R 
equa!s the number of zero-compontrmts in the corresponding sequence aR ; further- 
more, iii nonsinguiar if and only if every @-COmpnent of aR is followed by a 
Icomponent, in particular: (rs # 0. 
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Theorem. Fornd, 1s.k 5~ n/2, there is a bijection betswen B,& and A,,2k, 
Proof. Take any sequence #II = &/3a - l = & which represents a member of .& ; 
this sequence cont(ains k components equal to zero. Let 
denote the indices of tJlese components, and put x&+1 = n + 1 for convenience. 
Define yi to be the largest index y such that xr < y < xdcl and Fy = I, 1 s i s k. By 
the above remark about nonsingularity the yf are well defined. Now a sequence 
CY = alar2 l l l CL” is defined as follows: 
a9i+l = &+, - 1 if 0 =S j < Xi+] - yl, lsiik. 
1 (4) 
The sequence cy certainly has property (3) and has 2k components equal to zero, 
thus it represents a member or AQt. 
Conversely, given any Azxzk -sequence Q! = ala2 l l . &,, let 
denote the i,ldices of the zero-componenns, and again put &+I := n + 1. Use 
equations (4; to define a &-sequence /3 = /3,& l . l #ii,, - this is just the inverse 
mapping, This proves the theorem. 
Let now 
a,,.k : = card A,k (1 c k 6 PI), bek : = card &k (1 G k s n/2). 
(i) 2nn_k; ‘)- (2n -,” - l), Nksn; 
2nnZ_kklB1)-(2n-fk-l), 1 G k c n/2. 
Proof. First note that 
&k = &.k*l + an-I.&-l, ?I22 7 (5) 
where it is understood that G,& = 0 if k $Z [n]. 
nis can be seen as follows: let QI = cyxoz + * l a, be any A,k-sequence; either 
a* = 0, then CY;LY~ + 9 l CY,-~ is a A,- l,k-l-sequeace, or a,,# 0, then let m denote the 
largest index such that cylll = 1 and replace a, by a, - 1 for m G x G n, which yields 
aA n. i o I-sequence. Both procedures are invertible, hence (5) holds. Now (i) follows 
by induction, starting with ale1 = 1. (ii) is 1’1 consequence of,(i) and the theorem. 
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the (n - 1;-tisl Caq:alan umber; from this observation and (5) it is immediate that 
Let d, denote the number of nonsingular Gmilarity relations on [n], n 2 2. The first 
few values of the &sequence are: 1,2,6,18,57,1EQ6,622,2120,. . . This sequence is 
called Fine’ : seqsrence, [S + p. 3523, [2, p. 891, f3, entry 6351. 
Corollary. 
(i) d, = 
2n-2k-I 
n--I 
(ii) 24 + a-, = G, n 23. 
Proof. (i) follows from the Iemma; this is precisely Shapiro’s result about the 
diagonal-sums in his “Catalan-triangle”, [2]. 
(ii) has already been noted by Shapiro; here it is a simple consev!en<e of (5) and 1 
(6), in toose notation: 
G = c ahPi + c a&2,-1 = 2 2 a,:!, + 2 a, -1,2j-2 = 2dn + dn-r. 
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